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In Movistar Enterprises, we know that information 
management is a key element for the success of our 
customers.

For that matter we have developed and made 
available for our customers, a catalog that contains 
the most advanced services that allow them to 
increase their productivity.

This way, in Telefónica Movistar Perú, we develop 
applications based on our CDMA2000 1x Data 
Network for helping our customers to increase their 
income and optimize their resources.
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Work Methodology01
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Data Solutions Catalog02
WAP:
Salesforce:

Order taking
Billing
Medical Visit control

Control and tracking:
Product Distribution Control
Customs Orders Control
Cargo Fleet Control
Passenger Transportation Control
Surveillance Sites Control
Postal Service Control
Public Events Entrance Control

General Services:
Requisitoria de vehículos
Traffic Emergencies
Gauge Reading
Slot machine reading
Emergency assistance

Public Opinion:
Opinion Surveys

BREW:
Salesforce APP
Security APP 
Identity APP 
Data Collection APP 
Mobile Office
Barcode Scanning

We have developed a Data Solutions 
Catalog that incorporates SMS, WAP 
and BREW technologies, with 
intelligent and automated applications 
for the corporate market.  
These applications are developed 
based on each customer’s specific 
needs.  
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BREW & WAP03

BREW WAP

• Allows the development of graphical 
and colorful applications

• Does not require online connection at 
all times, only when the application 
receives or sends data

• Applications are downloaded to the 
handset’s memory, therefore network 
usage is lower

• Applications can be used without any 
cellular network connection, as a 
standalone device

• Small byte packets are transmitted.  
They only include data that is loaded 
by the user, not data from the 
application itself, because the latter is 
already stored in the handset’s 
memory.  Therefore bandwidth is 
saved.

• Allows access to text pages 
(Graphics in WAP 2.0)

• Requires permanent connection to 
the cellular network

• Applications are stored in a remote 
server, not in the handset’s memory

• When signal is lost, the application 
cannot be accessed

• Transmitted information amount is 
higher, because it is not stored in the 
handset, but in a server

BREW allows the execution of applications on 3G handsets taking advantage of their
processing and memory capacity, turning them into small multimedia computers with
customer-specific capabilities.
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BREW Solutions for Enterprises04
Salesforce APP:
This application allows salesforce personnel to manage new sales orders, returns, 
changes, promotions, stock control, etc.  The customer’s server delivers, receives and 
administrates the information, generating reports in a fast and easy manner.  Sucess  
Case: Gloria.

Data Collection APP:
This application allows the user to fill out surveys/tables and to send the data to the 
customer’s remote server (delivers and receives information between the mobile handset 
and the customer’s system).  Success Case: Avanzit / P-export

Security APP:
This application allows security agents to send emergency messages, reports or new 
situations, etc, to the security control site.  Through a Web interface, surveillance posts 
can be remotely managed (programming, configurations, etc).  Success Case: 
Municipalidad de San Miguel

Identity APP:
This application allows data and image (picture) consulting from a remote server using the 
mobile handset.  Some applications are: Identity validation, driving licence validation, 
vehicle ownership verification, etc. Efficient tool against fraud.  Success Case: SUNAT.
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BREW Solutions for Enterprises04
General characteristics of 
the applications:

Cost savings: Data is stored on the 
handset’s memory so less transactions 
with the server are performed 

The user can load data to the handset 
even if he is not in a cellular area

Transactions are performed locally on 
the handset, which is a fast, easy and 
secure process.

If the connection to the main server is 
lost, data is stored in the handset’s 
memory,  so the data can then be sent 
to the server whenever the connection 
is restablished, using a 
synchronization system.

Graphical menus and a quick and 
simple navigation, which make easier 
the learning process.

Real time information 
managment

High reliability and process 
confidentiality

Better quality and service 
opportunities

Process automation  greatly 
reduces the total operation time

Productivity index is increased

Income

Customer benefits:
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BREW Solutions for Enterprises04

Antecedents: Gloria S.A. is a company that belongs to the Gloria Group, this group 
has participation in several countries in Latin America such us: Perú, Puerto Rico, 
Colombia, Argentina, Bolivia and Ecuador. 

Gloria’s objectives are to enforce, consolidate and increase its participation in our 
market with the support of the informatics systems that improve its managing process 
making available, from a wireless mobile environment, the following processes:

Sales

Order registering in its system.

Charging and paying

Control and Following of its sales force.

Web Monitoring

Stages: This project is being implemented following the next stages:

First stage: The application is used by 6 Gloria distributing companies covering 
50,000 point of sales in Lima.

Second stage: The application will be used by the same 6 Gloria distributing 
companies covering the same points of sales but offering a new additional 
product line.

Third stage: The application will be used by 16 different Gloria distributing 
companies covering 80,000 points of sale in provinces.

Sales Force APP: Success example - Gloria
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BREW Solutions for Enterprises04

BREW Application WEB Application

++

This app gather the 
information and also allows 

the process managing 
through report generation.

Orders, Stocks, Exchanges, 
Refunding, Promotions, etc.

Service Component

++

Module hosted in a customer’s 
server that allows the 

synchronization between the 
BREW application and the 

customer’s system.

For reaching these objectives, Telefónica MoviStar offered Gloria the developing 
of a complete solution for Sales Force Automation that counts with functionalities 
that allows it to fulfill the requirements of the process and increase its productivity 
rate.

The result after 45 days of use is that Gloria S.A. has experienced a 
sales increase of about 20%.

Sales Force APP: Success example Gloria
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BREW Solutions for Enterprises04

This application allows the users to
perform, from almost any place in 
Perú and using theirs cell phones, 
tasks related to pre-sales and order
taking.

It also allows that the sale force
recieve updated information about
promotions and discounts, between
other information.

Salesman application Aplication for the sales force 
supervision

Sales Force APP: Success example Gloria

This application allows the supervisors, from 
their cell phones, to have real time access to 
information related to the pre-sale results of 
the supervised sales persons, such us sales 
status for a particular product line and for a 
particular product, effectiveness percentage 
for each sales person, between other 
information. This consults can be done either 
for a particular sales person or for a 
determined time (a day, a month,…)
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Success example – Solution Architecture
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Prizes:

Enterprise Creativity
Telefónica Moviles won the enterprise 
creativity prize on the Public Service 
category with the DATATRAN system, 
which is used by Peru’s Traffic Police 
Department to verify vehicle ownership, 
driving license, etc. 

CDG (CDMA Development Group)
In 2004. Telefonica Moviles won the 
CDG prize to the most innovative 
wireless enterprise solution with its 
Security Application, due to the 
effectiveness of our development.

Achievements05
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New users:
Achievements05

Movistar Enterprices Sales Evolution

76%

11%

22%

16%




